Introduction
Many mistakes have been made and many inadequacies must be confessed. But I am consoled by the fact that in proceedings of this novelty, errors and missteps may also be instructive to the future.
-Robert H. Jackson Iraqi Special Tribunal (IST), a unique judicial body created to prosecute direct control over the selection process. The IST judges were selected by the Iraqi provisional government with the assistance of the Iraqi Bar Association, an association of 21,000 lawyers throughout Iraq. During the regime of Hussein, Iraq was a surprisingly litigious society with a thriving legal system presided over by 1,000 judges. From those judges, 150 were excluded from consideration as potential IST judges because they had been affiliated with Hussein's special security courts or were active members of the Ba'ath party. Similarly, a number of jurists in exile were excluded from consideration because they were perceived as potentially being biased against the members of the former regime. Consequently, the Iraqi provisional government could ultimately select its IST judges from a pool of 750 judges. 7 Thus, the persons selected to be IST judges were an experienced and impartial group of jurists.
In addition, I came away with a good sense of the general character of the IST judges from the training sessions. They are an incredibly committed and brave group, who agreed to risk their lives by accepting their commission. Most impressive in this regard is Raed Johui al-Saadi, the thirtyfive year-old Chief Investigating Judge who presided over the initial appearance of Hussein before the IST on July 1, 2004. As a result of extensive media coverage of that event, Judge Raed has become perhaps as recognizable a figure in Iraq as Hussein. Judge Raed told me that he was given the option to hide his face from the cameras during the proceedings, but he declined to do so because he did not want the IST to be subject to the same criticism that has been levied against hooded judges in Peru and Chile. He was willing to put his personal safety at risk as the price to show the face of Iraqi justice and the IST's commitment to fairness. Consequently, his example will be followed by the other IST judges during the oncoming trials. Furthermore, the IST judges indicated that they will acquit defendants if the prosecution does not meet its burden and prove its case. Citing the example of Nuremberg, where three of the twenty-two Nazi defendants were found not guilty, several of the IST judges remarked that they felt that appropriate acquittals in the IST trials would confirm the fairness and impartiality of the Iraqi Special Tribunal. This kind of commitment to fairness will bode well for the IST process.
However, for this special tribunal to be viewed as a truly legitimate court, it must be independent not only of the United States but also of the Iraqi executive and legislative branches, as well as the ordinary Iraqi court system. 8 The IST will attempt to accomplish this goal through various measures such as prohibiting prosecutors from seeking or receiving "instruc-7. Although the selected IST judges only have experience in cases involving nonpolitical murder, assault, theft, torts, property and contract disputes, and family law matters and not war crimes or crimes against humanity, this was also the situation with judges serving on the international war crimes tribunals in The Hague, Arusha, and Freetown. Those distinguished international jurists, like IST judges, had to undergo training in this highly specialized field of law before they were ready to preside over war crimes cases.
8. See IST Statute, supra note 2, art. 1(a).
tions from any Governmental Department or any source." 9 However, the strongest evidence of the IST's independence will come from the IST judges themselves. For example, during the January 30, 2005 elections in Iraq, interim Iraqi Prime Minister Ayad Allawi repeatedly promised that the trial of Hussein and Chemical Ali would begin imminently, a statement that elicited cheers at every campaign stop. But, the IST judges resisted this pressure to rush the trials, making it clear that trials of this magnitude could not begin for many months, at least not until the judges had been fully trained, the investigating judges and prosecutors had completed their investigations, and the defense counsel had been given adequate time to prepare their case.
Third, I learned that the Department of Justice's Regime Crimes Liaison Office in Baghdad (RCLO), which was established to assist the IST in training its judges, drafting the IST Rules of Procedure and Evidence ("IST Rules"), and preparing case files for prosecution, would not be the puppet master of the IST. The RCLO is made up of a half-dozen assistant U.S. attorneys and judge advocate general (JAG) officers from across the United States who have volunteered for temporary assignment to Baghdad. The Director of RCLO, Greg Kehoe, noted that this office had been given an extraordinary amount of autonomy from Washington, D.C., which had decided to remain at arm's-length in order to counter the appearance of undue influence over the IST. Moreover, the RCLO had decided to partner with the internationally respected International Bar Association and other NGOs, which would take the lead in conducting training sessions for the IST judges and IST prosecutors. In contrast to what I initially understood, the RCLO staff will not themselves be filling the advisor slots identified in the IST Statute. Instead, those positions will go to independent experts from around the world selected with the help of the International Bar Association.
Fourth, I became familiar with the IST Statute and Rules, which were designed to fully comply with international human rights standards. Much has been made in the press of U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan's opposition to the IST. These articles have cited Mr. Annan's concerns about the fairness of the IST procedures and his opposition to the death penalty and these articles have reported his forbiddance of ICTY judges from participating in the IST training sessions. The evidence suggests, however, that Mr. Annan's actions were more a reflection of his desire to make a statement opposing the U.S. invasion of Iraq than any material substantive and procedural concerns about IST and its due process. The IST Rules, which detail the due process rights of the defendant, were still in the development stage when Mr. Annan voiced his opinion against the IST. Hence, it was ostensibly premature of Mr. Annan to declare that the IST procedures were inconsistent with international norms and standards. The recently released IST Rules 10 address the major concerns voiced by critics of the IST, especially the potential use of so-called torture evidence against the defendants. In fact, the IST Rules contain a sweeping exclusionary rule, which requires the IST to deem inadmissible any evidence that was not given voluntarily or that was obtained by means that cast substantial doubt on its reliability and veracity." Indeed, the IST Rules afford more protection of the rights of the defendant than U.S. law does by providing that all interrogations, following a waiver of the right to remain silent, must be video-taped in order to ensure that no coercive tactics were employed.
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As for the issue of the death penalty, I learned after discussing the matter with the IST judges that it was not something that the United States had insisted on, but was something that the Iraqi people strongly felt was a necessary option, at least with respect to defendants who were convicted of genocide, the worst crime known to humankind. In fact, the United States had warned the Iraqis that the insistence on the death penalty would make it difficult to obtain cooperation from the United Nations and European states, which have long opposed this practice. 1 3 But Iraq has always had the death penalty, going back to the Code of Hammurabi (1750 BC), history's earliest comprehensive legal text.
14 Moreover, citing the Napoleonic precedent, the Iraqis were extremely concerned that without the death penalty, convicted leaders could one day return to power, as Hussein had done after being released from prison in 1968. 15 Thus, I became convinced that the IST is designed to be fairer and more independent than it had been generally acknowledged and perceived in the press. While it is not a true international tribunal as many of its critics would have preferred, the IST can be characterized as an "internationalized domestic tribunal." It has jurisdiction over international offenses, and its statute provides that the IST should "resort to the relevant decisions of international courts or tribunals as persuasive authority" in interpreting those crimes. 16 Its recently promulgation of the Rules of Procedure, which supplement the existing Iraqi Code of Criminal Procedure, are modeled upon those rules and procedures used by the modern international war crimes tribunals. In addition, while no international judges have been appointed to its bench, its statute and its rules require that international experts be assigned to advise and to assist investigative judges, trial judges, appeals chamber judges, the Prosecutions Department, and 11. Since the IST does not employ a jury, it will follow the civil law model of enforcing the exclusionary rule by requiring that the written judgment of the tribunal may not in any way refer to evidence deemed inadmissible. the Defense Office. 17 As an internationalized court, dealing with international crimes and high level offenders, the IST can learn much from the successes and failures of the ICTY, the ICTR, and the SCSL. This article will examine the key lessons from these three currently active ad hoc tribunals, which will assist the IST in successfully carrying out its mandate.
I. Key Lessons from the ICTY, ICTR, and SCSL A. Gaining Credibility in the Community: The Importance of Launching an Effective Outreach Program
The Statute calls for the hiring of a "public relations expert" to give "regular briefings to the press and the public at large with respect to the developments relating to the Tribunal."' 18 One of the reasons for prosecuting Hussein and his associates is to bring justice and reconciliation to Iraq for the horrors its people had to endure under his rule. However, in order to effectively achieve this goal, in addition to hiring a public relations expert, the IST must also develop an ambitious and comprehensive outreach program that will inform the Iraqis of "the IST's plans, including the proposed timeframe for its activity, and what the IST intends to achieve within it."'
19 If the IST does not fully inform the Iraqi people of its mandate and its process, the IST may fail to be "seen as a credible contributor to justice and stability." 20 Hence, it is important for the IST to explain to the Iraqis the nature of the indictments the IST issues and to proceed throughout the trials in an open and transparent manner. Similar to the experience of the ICTY, observers of the ICTR also believe that it has largely failed to reach out to the Rwandans and educate them about the ICTR and its purpose. In fact, the Rwandan government is one of the most outspoken critics of the ICTR and its negative view of the ICTR is reflected in the Rwandan popular public opinion. 26 Despite eight years of trials of individuals accused of being involved in the Rwandan genocide and other crimes by the Rwandan Patriotic Front, the majority of Rwandans' knowledge and understanding of the ICTR and its operations remains "extraordinarily low." ' 2 7 In fact, a survey conducted in February 2002 revealed that only 0.7% of respondents believed that they were "well informed" of the ICTR's operations and only 10% of respondents believed that they were "informed" about the work of the ICTR. 28 In contrast, 55% of those surveyed claimed to be "not well informed" and 31.3% of respondents stated that they were "not at all informed." 2 9 In addition, a majority of Rwandans feel that the ICTR is "a useless institution, an expedient mechanism for the international community to absolve itself of its responsibilities for the genocide and its tolerance of the crimes of the [Rwandan Patriotic Front]." 3 0 The SCSL, learning from the poor records and experiences of the ICTY and ICTR, placed a stronger emphasis on community outreach from the court's inception. The SCSL's outreach program is widely considered to have played a large role in garnering credibility among the local population. 3 1 The SCSL has conducted its outreach program through "town hall forums around the country, ongoing communications through local media, and regular meetings and consultations with a broad range of civil society 24 representatives." 3 2 The outreach section of the SCSL has also included the involvement of the Chief Prosecutor, David Crane, who for four months traveled the Sierra Leone countryside and visited every district and every major town. 3 3 Mr. Crane felt it was important to meet the people of Sierra Leone and hear firsthand accounts of their tragedies. 3 4 In addition to town hall meetings, consultations, and communications through local media, the SCSL's outreach program created The Special Court Made Simple, a booklet aimed at making the SCSL's "mission and procedures more accessible to Sierra Leoneans, especially those at the village level." 35 This booklet explains key concepts relating to the SCSL in simple language and is accompanied by illustrations that communicate the written words. In addition, the booklet includes sections describing each step of the investigative and trial processes and it has sections such as "Who will the Special Court Try?", "Why was the Special Court for Sierra Leone Created?", and "How Does the Special Court Work? ' 36 Hence, like the SCSL, which learned from the mistakes of the ICTY and ICTR, the IST should follow the example of the SCSL and make it a high priority to develop and implement an ambitious outreach program. It is important to inform the Iraqi public of how the IST works and why it was created. As illustrated by the ICTY and the ICTR, if the IST fails to develop an effective outreach program, it risks being dismissed by an indifferent or uninformed Iraqi public as an insignificant and useless court. Although the current security situation may preclude launching some aspects of an outreach program in the near future, the IST should start planning an outreach program and implement initiatives such as publication of a booklet modeled after the SCSL as soon as possible. As the security situation improves, the IST can then take other steps to inform the Iraqi public of its mandate and mission. The IST should do its utmost to ensure that the Iraqis see that the IST is fair in the administration of justice and that the IST is not a kangaroo or puppet court.
B. The Importance of Building an Initial Prosecutorial Strategy
Unlike the ICTY, ICTR, and the SCSL, the IST Statute does not impose any limits on the number of defendants or types of crimes that it may prosecute. But due to limited resources, facilities, and judges, and as a practical matter, the IST should prosecute only defendants accused of serious crimes under the jurisdiction of the IST. The ICTY and ICTR made the mistake of indicting hundreds of individuals, and then having to drop charges, enter into plea bargains, or refer cases back to local courts as the 32 tribunals' workload expanded beyond their capacity. In contrast, shortly after his appointment, the prosecutor of the SCSL mapped out a carefully tailored and successful prosecutorial strategy, which may serve as a good model for the IST.
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The SCSL prosecutor planned his strategy within the context of the SCSL's mandate to "prosecute persons who bear the greatest responsibility for the commission of serious violations of international humanitarian law and crimes committed under Sierra Leonean law." 38 The operative words in the SCSL's mandate are "greatest responsibility." 39 The inclusion of these words means that the court would only prosecute and hold accountable the warlords who were responsible for the murder, rape, maiming, and mutilation of over 500,000 people. 40 Focusing on those defendants with the greatest responsibility would allow the SCSL to be efficient and effective in dispensing justice by staying within its budgetary and time constraints while simultaneously fulfilling its mandate. 4 '
The SCSL prosecutor's strategy also included timed-phases from predeployment to trial. 4 2 Moreover, the SCSL prosecutor also time-phased the Office of the Prosecutor's movement into Sierra Leone. 4 3 The Office of the Prosecutor started its operation by putting into place its support system, investigators, and finally trial counsel. 44 The SCSL prosecutor also sought to develop connections with domestic players such as the Sierra Leone government, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and the people of Sierra Leone. 4 5 In addition, the prosecutor attempted to understand the international dynamics affecting the SCSL trials by such international players as the neighboring states, international criminal cartels, corporations, terrorists, and the heads of state who were engaged in joint criminal enterprises. 4 6 Another lesson that the IST should learn from the ICTY and especially from the trial of Slobodan Milo~evit is that the IST should avoid "mega trials" that deal with events occurring in many places and spanning over long periods of time. Rather than prosecute Hussein in a single trial for crimes that occurred over a twenty-year period in Iraq, Iran, and Kuwait, the IST should conduct five or six mini-trials, each focusing on a distinct and separate event. The incidences should be selected according to the strength of the evidence against Hussein and the magnitude and gravity of the atrocity. Although this will not help to establish a comprehensive his- toric record of the atrocities committed under the regime of Hussein, there are other institutions and methods, such as truth commissions, which are better equipped to accomplish that function. This selective approach will ensure that trials can begin promptly and are not prolonged, and that the first judgments against Hussein and his regime are handed down in time to assist Iraq's transition into a democratic nation. In addition to developing an initial prosecutorial strategy, like the one employed by the SCSL, which would accomplish the mandate of the IST, it is important for the IST investigative judges and the IST prosecutors to also set a "new standard in judicial effectiveness that begins to establish a respect for legal institutions.
' 47 This is especially important in Iraq where the IST has an opportunity to positively influence the rebuilding of the legal system and create a legacy of renewed respect for a fair judicial process and the rule of law.
C. Challenges to the IST's Legitimacy
Lawyers hired by Hussein's wife have publicly indicated that they will argue that the IST lacks legitimacy or lawful creation. 48 Also, during his first pretrial hearing in July, Hussein attacked the legitimacy of the IST by questioning the law upon which the IST was created. 49 Thus, it is possible that Hussein's intention may be to follow in the footsteps of Milogevit, who has been notoriously indignant in his refusal to cooperate with the ICTY. This assumption is buttressed by the fact that Hussein and Milo~evit share the same lawyer, former U.S. Attorney General Ramsey Clark, who on the eve of Milogevit trial, publicly circulated a draft brief whose sole purpose was to discredit the tribunal. 50 Consequently, the IST should follow the jurisprudence of the ICTY and SCSL as guides as both the ICTY and SCSL have been challenged by defendants on their legality.
The ICTY was established by a Security Council resolution. 5 1 A defendant by the name Dusko Tadic was the first individual to challenge the legality of the ICTY. The ICTY Trial Chamber held that it was not competent to determine its legality. It stated that:
This International Tribunal is not a constitutional court set up to scrutinise the actions of organs of the United Nations. It is, on the contrary, a criminal tribunal with clearly defined powers, involving a quite specific and limited 47 criminal jurisdiction. If it is to confine its adjudications to those specific limits, it will have no authority to investigate the legality of its creation by the Security Council.
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The Appeals Chamber of the ICTY in Prosecutor v. Tadic, however, disagreed with the Trial Chamber's ruling and instead found that "its inherent power to determine the propriety of its own jurisdiction (competence de la competence) permitted review of the legality of the [Clouncil's actions in establishing the Tribunal." 5 3 The Appeals Chamber thus held that the ICTY had the power to review its own legitimacy and that such power was under the ambit of the Security Council's broad powers to establish the ICTY. 54 The Appeals Chamber's decision precluded Tadit from raising and trying this issue in a domestic court and from further raising the issue during his ICTY trial.
5 5
The Appeals Chamber made an important point in its response to Tadit's argument that the ICTY was not "established by law," a requirement set out in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). 56 The Appeals Chamber held that the requirement that the tribunal be "established by law" only mandates that the ICTY be "established in accordance with the proper international standards and that [the ICTY must] provide all the guarantees of fairness, justice, and even-handedness, in full conformity with internationally recognized human rights instruments." 5 7 The Appeals Chamber determined that the ICTY had fulfilled these requirements, thus dismissing Tadit's appeal.
Six years later, during his initial appearance before the ICTY on July 3, 2001, Milogevit verbally announced his intention to challenge the legality of the establishment of the ICTY. 58 In a pretrial motion, Milogevit stated: All persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the determination of any criminal charge against him, or of his rights and obligations in a suit at law, everyone shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by law. Id. (emphasis added). the Security Council did not have the power to establish it. 6 0 He further argued that his arrest and transfer to The Hague in the Netherlands were unlawful because those actions were in violation of the Serbian and Yugoslavian constitutions.
1
The Trial Chamber held that the creation of the ICTY was to "restore international peace and security" and thus dismissed Milogevit's motion. The Trial Chamber explained its action by noting that Security Council Resolution 827, which established the ICTY, centered on the ICTY's role of promoting peace and reconciliation in the former Yugoslavia.
62 Therefore, the Trial Chamber held that the creation of the ICTY was within the powers of the Security Council under Article 3963 and Article 4164 of the Charter of the United Nations. 65 In ruling whether the Trial Chamber could determine the ICTY's legitimacy, the Trial Chamber referred to the Appeals Chamber's decision in Tadic, which granted the tribunal the competence to determine its own legality. The SCSL was created differently than the ICTY. The SCSL was established by a treaty between the government of Sierra Leone and the United Nations to prosecute criminals who had the greatest responsibility for violating international humanitarian law.
6 7 However, the government of Sierra Leone also signed the Peace Agreement with the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone, the Lomt Amnesty Agreement, which granted blanket amnesty to all participants in the Sierra Leonean conflict. 68 In response to this signing, the SCSL Appeals Chamber ruled that the Lom Amnesty Agreement was not a valid agreement before the SCSL. 6 9 But the SCSL Appeals Chamber also noted that it was not vested with the power to determine its own legality and explicitly stated that the ICTY's Tadic decision was not mandatory authority and thus did not bind it. 
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than the ICTY and the ICTR, the SCSL was nevertheless established in a lawful manner by the Security Council, which had derived its power from the United Nations Charter. 72 It is extremely likely that Hussein and other defendants tried before the IST will seek to challenge its legitimacy and its legality. In addressing the issue, the IST Trial and Appeals Chambers must first determine whether they have the competency to examine their own legality and then they can address the legality of the IST Statute. The precedents from the ICTY and SCSL suggest that IST does have the power to examine its own legality and the legality of its statute.
However, the IST's analysis of its legitimacy will differ from the analysis of the other ad hoc tribunals. Unlike the ICTY and the ICTR, the IST was not created by a U.N. Security Council resolution. Moreover, unlike the SCSL, the IST was not created by a treaty. The IST was established by the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) prior to the transfer of sovereignty back to Iraq.
Lawyers for Hussein have argued publicly that the IST is illegitimate because it was created in violation of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which prohibits an occupying power from creating new laws or legal institutions that will exist beyond the time of conflict. Moreover, an occupying power is not permitted to prosecute crimes that predate the occupation. 7 3 However, the Fourth Geneva Convention provides for three exceptions to these prohibitions, which are applicable to the IST. First, the Convention allows an occupying power to repeal, suspend, or replace the penal laws and processes of the occupied territory where the laws or processes constitute a threat to the security of the peace within the occupied territory or the laws represent an obstacle to the application of the Fourth Geneva Convention. 74 In addition, the ICTY and the SCSL have held that the U.N. Security Council has the power to create international tribunals as a measure to restore peace and security. 75 Thus, an analogous argument can be made that the creation of the IST was a measure to restore peace and security to the State of Iraq and its creation was thus permissible.
Second, an occupying power is permitted to repeal, suspend, or replace the penal laws and processes of the occupied territory where such action is in the best interest of the population of the occupied territory. 76 It is through this exception that an occupying power can abolish courts or tribunals that were instructed to apply inhumane or discriminatory laws. An occupying power can create a new penal jurisdiction if it is for "the necessity of ensuring the effective administration of justice.
'77 Under that process it can then appoint judges from the inhabitants of the occupied territory, from the ranks of former judges, or from its own nation. But the applicable laws must be the laws that were valid and enforceable before the occupation.78 Since the jurisdiction of the IST covers only crimes as defined in treaties to which Iraq has long been a party and the 1969 Iraqi Penal Code, there is no conflict among Article 65 of the Fourth Geneva Convention and the IST and its statute.
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Third, an occupying power may prosecute criminal offenses committed before the occupation if those offenses constitute violations of international humanitarian law.
8 0 The crimes listed in the Statute, which include war crimes, genocide, and crimes against humanity, fall under this exception.
Moreover, even though all the rules and the regulations created by the occupational government of the CPA and the Governing Council were only temporary, the interim government ratified and validated the legality of the IST when it became the sovereign power on June 30, 2004. Using the power granted by the U.N. Security Council Resolution 1546, the interim government ratified the IST 8 1 by permitting its continuance and by directly mentioning it in the Transitional Administrative Law, the governing laws of Iraq during the interim government.
8 2 Moreover, the interim government did not diminish the IST authority or jurisdiction in any way. On the contrary, the interim government sustained the power of the IST by funding the Tribunal so that IST judges could be trained and court facility could be built, and by supporting and enforcing the issuance of indictments and the commencement of investigative hearings. Moreover, once the power of the interim government was transferred to the newly elected representatives of the transitional government in February 2005, it too confirmed the validity and continuance of the IST. Although it did not explicitly reassert the legitimacy of the IST through legislation, it nevertheless endorsed the IST and its statute by continuing to fund it, a governmental action meant to remove any doubt about the validity of the IST.
Additionally, the legitimacy of the IST is buttressed by its procedural structure. The IST contains all of the due process protections required under international law and guaranteed by all the ad hoc war crimes tribunals. These procedural protections, granted to defendants, include the presumption of innocence, the right to be informed promptly and in detail of the charges and to have adequate time and facilities to prepare a defense and to communicate freely with counsel of choice, the right to be tried without undue delay, the right to be present during trial and to appointment of counsel, the right to have counsel present during questioning, the right to examine and confront witnesses, the right against self-incrimination and not to have courts assume guilt by simply exercising one's right to remain silent, and the right to disclosure by the prosecution of all exculpatory evidence and witness statements, and the right to appeal. Like the Statutes of the ICTY, ICTR, and SCSL, the IST Statute provides that the accused has a right to "defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own choosing." '8 4 It is likely that Hussein, who has a law degree from Cairo University, will follow Milogevit's lead and attempt to represent himself during his upcoming trial, notwithstanding the fact that his wife has hired a team of international lawyers to represent him. Hussein has undoubtedly seen the success Milo~evit has enjoyed using his right to self-representation to transform his criminal trial into a political stage. Also, as Milogevit had done before the ICTY, Hussein took the opportunity at his first appearance before the IST on July 1, 2004 to expound his political views as well as to verbally attack the 2003 invasion of Iraq. Therefore, it is not inconceivable that Hussein will attempt to represent himself, with the army of his international lawyers assisting him from behind the scenes.
The ICTY, ICTR, and the SCSL vary in their treatment of the right to self-representation. The ICTY's decision to allow Milogevie to represent himself during his trial had significant repercussions on the orderly conduct of the trial. During Milogevit's initial appearance before the ICTY, he refused to enter a plea and declined to accept court-appointed legal representation.
8 5 The prosecution raised its concern that Milogevit would be unable to adequately represent himself 8 6 but the Trial Chamber denied the prosecution's request for appointment of counsel and ruled that even though Milogevit has a right to counsel under customary international law, he also "has a right not to have counsel" and "to represent himself."
'8 7 The
Chamber further stated: "It would not be practical to impose counsel on an accused who wishes to represent himself." 8 8 This decision enabled Milogevit to turn the ICTY Trial Chambers into his own personal stage to make "unfettered speeches throughout the trial" and to mistreat the prosecution, witnesses and the trial chamber judges in a way that would never be permitted by ordinary defense counsel. But during the same initial appearance, the Trial Chamber also decided to appoint amicus curiae counsel. 90 This decision would not compromise Milogevit's right to self-representation since the amicus curiae's role is not to represent Milogevit, but rather to ensure that Milogevit will get a fair trial by assisting the Trial Chamber in the proper administration of justice. However, appointing amicus curiae was not a perfect solution. First, "amicus counsel is not a party to the trial and [thus it] may disturb the adversarial nature of the proceeding." 9 1 Secondly, in this case, the appointment of amicus counsel did not substantially affect the trial since rather than defend himself against the charges, Milo~evit used his time in court to "play on Serbia's psychological vulnerabilities and continued Serb resentment of the 1999 NATO bombing.
However, the court's decision to appoint legal counsel would have made a difference since in June 2004, it became apparent that for health reasons Milo~evit would not be able to continue to defend himself before the ICTY. 9 3 His defense was postponed numerous times on account of his ill health and on September 22, 2004, the Trial Chamber concluded that Milo~evi was not physically fit to represent himself and that if he did continue to do so, there would be further delays.
9 4 The Trial Chamber thus ruled that the right to self-representation is not absolute and that the Trial 86. In requesting that the ICTY consider appointing counsel in addition to amicus counsel, the prosecution pointed out that Milogevit submitted a "confusing" motion that "if counsel were assigned to him, these matters would not be as confusing. 
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Chamber is competent to assign counsel "in the interests of justice." 95 The Trial Chamber stated that "[t]he fundamental duty of the Trial Chamber is to ensure that the trial is fair and expeditious" and it decided to assign counsel to Milogevit. 9 6 Milogevit's amicus curiae appealed the Trial Chamber decision and on November 1, 2004, the ICTY Appeals Chamber ruled in favor of Milogevk and decided that he had a right to defend himself but that he must have standby counsel if his "health problems resurface with sufficient gravity." '97 The ICTR, in Prosecutor v. Barayagwiza, however, did not follow the lead of the ICTY and instead imposed counsel on the accused in the interest of justice.
9 8 Barayagwiza filed a motion with the Trial Chamber to withdraw his counsel's mandate to represent him. The Trial Chamber refused to grant his motion and held that "only in 'most exceptional circumstances' will Counsel assigned by the Tribunal to represent an accused be permitted to withdraw from the case." 9 9 The Trial Chamber further stated that appointed counsel "[is] under an obligation to continue to represent an accused to the best of his [or her] ability, unless the Chamber decides that they are permitted to withdraw." 10 0 The Trial Chamber observed that Barayagwiza did not lack confidence in his lawyers but wanted them to withdraw from his case because he did not believe he would be given a fair trial.
0 ' The Trial Chamber found this allegation to be without foundation and rejected Barayagwiza's motion because it was "merely boycotting the trial and obstructing the course of justice. The SCSL encountered the issue of a defendant's right to self-representation in Prosecutor v. Norman. 10 3 In that case, Sam Hinga Norman, the former Minister of Interior Affairs of Sierra Leone, was jointly charged with two other persons for crimes against humanity and war crimes. 10 4 After the prosecutor's opening statements, Norman notified the Trial Chamber that he decided to defend himself.
10 5 During pretrial hearings and motions, Norman was represented by counsel that he had picked. Although the Trial Chamber stated that it was "[m]indful of the International Human Rights norms which guarantee both a right of self-represen- tation and a right of legal assistance," 10 6 it rejected Norman's request for three reasons. First, Norman was being tried with two co-defendants. Allowing Norman to represent himself would be "to the detriment of the rights of his two co-accused to a fair and expeditious trial."' 0 7 Second, Norman made his request "after over a year of pre-trial detention" and if he was permitted to assume his own defense, it "would necessarily result in unnecessarily prolonging the proceedings." 10 8 Third, the right to self-representation is not an absolute but a qualified right.
10 9 The Trial Chamber agreed with a U.S. court decision, which warned that the right to self-representation "threatens to divert criminal trials from their clearly defined purpose of providing a fair and reliable determination of guilt or innocence."110
The SCSL eventually assigned standby counsel to Norman, while preserving his right to self-representation."' The Trial Chamber defined the role of standby counsel by stating that they would "assist [him] 112 The SCSL's decision to appoint standby counsel instead of amicus curiae was significant since standby counsel are party to the trial and thus do not disturb the adversarial process. 1 3 In the event that Hussein will evoke his right to self-representation, the IST should carefully examine and learn from the trial of the defendant most similar to him, Milogevit. Like Milogevit, Hussein is a former head of state and is notorious for his alleged war crimes. Moreover, as in the case of Miloevi, Hussein's trial is likely to be intently observed not just by his former subjects, the Iraqis, but by the world community. Although the Statute states that the accused has the right to self-representation, it is ambiguous on whether this right is absolute. The Milosevic Appeals Chamber held that "the right [to self-representation] may be curtailed on the grounds that a defendant's self-representation is substantially and persistently obstructing the proper and expeditious conduct of his trial."
114 And as already illustrated by Milogevi s trial and the initial appearance of Hussein, former leaders are likely to act in a disruptive behavior during trial as they publicly challenge the court's authority to try them. 1, 2004) .
The IST should also consider the extensive U.S. jurisprudence on the subject of self-representation, and pay special attention to the U.S. courts' treatment of disruptive defendants. For example, in Faretta v. California, the U.S. Supreme Court held that a defendant has a Sixth Amendment right to conduct his or her own defense in a criminal case.1 5 However, the U.S. Supreme Court restricted this pronouncement by stating that such a "right of self-representation is not a license to abuse the dignity of the courtroom." As discussed below, since Faretta, several federal courts have found that the right to self-representation may be revoked if the defendant abuses this right by acting in a disruptive manner during his or her trial. Under American jurisprudence, the right to counsel is the paramount right in relation to the right to self-representation.
1 16 The U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit noted: "[I]f [the right to counsel is] wrongly denied, the defendant is likely to be more seriously injured than if denied his [or her] right to proceed pro se."
117 However, as in the case of selfrepresentation, the right to counsel has limitations. In Tuitt v. Fair, the appellant, who was convicted of armed robbery and carrying a firearm without lawful authority, alleged that his right to counsel was infringed when the court denied his requests for a continuance, for a substitution of counsel, and for permission to proceed unrepresented. 118 On appeal, the First Circuit held that "[tihe right to counsel is subject to practical constraints," 119 such that "the right of an accused to choose his own counsel cannot be insisted upon in a manner that will obstruct reasonable and orderly court procedure." 120 He also refused to answer questions posed to him. Similarly, in United States v. West, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit sustained the lower court's ruling that that the defendant had forfeited his right to self-representation by attacking its "integrity and dignity by characterizing it as the 'home team' on the side of the government" and thus "flouting the responsibility" given to him.
1 26 And most recently, in United States v. Harris, the federal district court in New Jersey denied a defendant's request to self-representation 127 since the court found that the defendant had refused to acknowledge the authority of the court, showed disrespect for the court, and that his attempts to proceed unrepresented were meant to only disrupt the court. 1 2 8
Similar behavior has been found in cases of former leaders prosecuted before war crimes tribunals. As the description of Milogevit's antics above illustrates, these individuals openly question the legitimacy of the court, act disrespectfully toward the judges, make speeches during cross-examination, and browbeat and verbally abuse witnesses. In the ordinary case, a judge can control this behavior by threatening to expel the individual from the courtroom, impose fines or prison time on him or her, or to even suspend the license of an attorney who acted in this a manner. However, these modes of discipline are not available to the judges in cases where the defendant is representing himself or herself. Accordingly, the IST should take into consideration the experiences of the ICTY, ICTR, and SCSL, and rule that this type of inherently disruptive behavior can justify the appointment of defense counsel over the accused's desire for self-representation in war crimes trials.
E. To Televise or Not to Televise?
Public accountability of Hussein's trial would be enhanced through television cameras in the courtroom by showing the Iraqis a fair judicial process and thus helping them to heal and basically reassuring the public that justice is being carried out. However, there are risks associated with this medium that can be abused and manipulated to Hussein's advantage. It is likely that Hussein and his lawyers will take a chapter out of Milogevit's trial book and attempt to turn his criminal trial coverage into a political forum to make speeches and political arguments unrelated to the question of his guilt or his innocence.
The ICTY quickly learned about the power of television. held in public, unless otherwise provided. ' 129 In an effort to achieve one of its aims of helping Serbs, Croats, Albanians and Bosnian Muslims heal their wounds from atrocities committed during wars in the former Yugoslavia, the ICTY televises Milogevic's trial. However, the effects of this decision did not facilitate reconciliation but instead generated admiration and sympathy for Milogevit in Serbia. 130 Milogevit appears on television screens back in Serbia as "a solitary individual pitted against an army of foreign lawyers and investigators, [which has helped to] boost his underdog appeal." 13 1 Additionally, his "sharp," "funny," and "cynical" courtroom dramatic antics has garnered him admiration in Serbia. 13 2 It has also been reported in current opinion polls that seventy-five percent of Serbs "do not feel that Milo~evit is getting a fair trial." ' 133 Also, sixty-seven percent of Serbs think that Milo~evit is "not responsible for any war crimes." 134 The use of television cameras in U.S. courtrooms has also been the subject of much debate and controversy. The Sixth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution provides that "[i]n all criminal prosecutions the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial."' 135 The U.S. Supreme Court first addressed the issue of cameras in the courtroom in 1965 in Estes v. Texas, a criminal case involving an accused embezzler. 136 In Estes, the U.S. Supreme Court agreed with the defendant that he had been deprived of a fair trial due to the disruptive media presence in the Texas courtroom. Moreover, the U.S. Supreme Court held that while U.S. law favors public proceedings, this safeguard does not require that they be televised or audio recorded. The Supreme Court also noted that "the public has the right to be informed as to what occurs in its courts, but [it is not mandatory that courts protect this right by mandating that cameras be in United States. Some of the benefits of televised criminal trials mentioned are: (1) they educate the public on the criminal justice system and the law; 13 9 (2) they have therapeutic and cathartic value for the victims and the public; and (3) they allow the public to act "as a check [on] the judicial process." 14 0 However, there are also often cited reasons for excluding cameras from courtrooms since they affect and usually diminish the defendant's prospect for a fair trial. For example: (1) "[tlhe presence of broadcast media can inhibit witnesses" from testifying, thereby, impairing the ability of the prosecution and defense from obtaining evidence; 14 1 (2) cameras "may allow judges and lawyers to play to the camera[s,] creating a celebrity status for them" and thus depriving defendants of effective counsel and fair and impartial decisions by judges; 14 2 and (3) "heightened public clamor resulting from . .. television coverage will inevitably result in prejudice." 14 3 In determining whether a trial should be televised, U.S. courts have resolved this issue differently and based on distinct and varying criteria. For example, some jurisdictions outright prohibit televising trials, while others allow cameras in courtrooms in certain cases but impose guidelines and restrictions on media coverage. 14 4 For instance, according to state law and a set of guidelines published by the Missouri Supreme Court, media coverage is not permitted in a Missouri courtroom without the express permission of the trial judge. 14 5 Moreover, a Missouri trial judge has the power to deny permission for media coverage if he or she finds that "media coverage would interfere materially with the rights of a party to a fair trial." 1 4 6 The Missouri guidelines also impose responsibilities and restrictions on the use of media equipment. 14 7
Although, the problems posed by Milogevit do not lie solely with the ICTY's decision to televise his trial, it is evident that television is a powerful medium that can be abused by Hussein and his lawyers during his trial. Hence, even though the Statute provides that the IST hearings "shall be public unless the Trial Chamber decides to close the proceedings," the IST should proceed with caution over this issue and avoid the mistakes committed by the ICTY.1 48 For example, as an alternative to gavel-to-gavel cov- erage, the IST press office could release daily highlights of the trial to the media pool.
F. The Role of Fair Trial Observers
The IST Statute requires the President of the IST to appoint non-Iraqi trial observers or advisers.
1 49 The role of these appointed observers or advisers is to "provide assistance to the judges with respect to international law and the experience of similar tribunals (whether international or otherwise), and to monitor the protection by the Tribunal of general due process of law standards."' 150 If needed, the President of the IST may call upon the international community for assistance.1 5 1 The IST Statute requires that observers or advisers be "persons of high moral character, impartiality and integrity."' 5 2 Moreover, the IST Statute prefers observers or advisers to be persons who "have acted in either a judicial or prosecutorial capacity in his or her respective country," or persons who "have experience in international war crimes trials or tribunals."'
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Observes and advisors in international law cases, fair trial observers (FTOs), have been used as far back as 1498 and since the end of World War II. With time, their role has become more accepted within the framework of customary international law. 154 Recently, FTOs have been selected from politically unbiased NGOs. 155 FTOs, as formal observers of trials, play an important role in ensuring the effective and fair administration of justice by observing trial processes and applying legal knowledge and training.1 5 6
And even though FTOs have never been used in international criminal tribunals, 157 it does not mean that their participation would not have been beneficial to certain past international criminal tribunal cases. The key goals of a trial observer, according to the International Commission of Jurists' Guidelines, are as follows:
1. To make known to the court, the authorities of the country and to the general public the interest and concerns motivating the prosecution; 2. To encourage a court to give the accused a fair trial. The impact of an observer's presence in a courtroom cannot be evaluated with mathematical precision. However, both observers and defense attorneys have pointed out that a monitor's presence often changes the atmosphere in the courtroom 
See id.
the defense's arguments, encouraging the defense counsel and the defendant to be more forceful in contesting the prosecution's claims, and moreover, the presence of an observer will attract the media's attention to the trial; 3. To obtain more information about the conduct of the trial, the nature of the case against the accused and the legislation under which he or she is being tried; and 4. To collect general background information about the political and legal circumstances leading to the trial and their possible effect on the trial's outcome. 15 8 However, in spite of the many benefits behind employing FTOs, the IST should also be aware of the potential risks associated with use of FTOs. For example, in the trial of the two Libyans accused of bombing Pan Am Flight 103 before a special Scottish court sitting in The Netherlands (the "Lockerbie trial"), the United Nations appointed Dr. Hans K6echler, a professor of Philosophy of Law at the University of Innsbruck, Austria, to observe the trial pursuant to Security Council Resolution 1192, adopted on August 27, 1998.159 Dr. K6echler produced and delivered a damning report of the administration of justice at the Lockerbie trial, claiming that the outcome of the trial was politically motivated and basically "not fair."' 
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Lockerbie trial. 165 Dr. K6echler, disagreeing with the United Nations' interpretation of the duties and responsibilities of an international observer, noted that his mission as an observer would have been "meaningless" if he were to simply observe the trial without reporting his observations to anyone.
16 6 He also stated that "the only meaningful interpretation of 'international observer' . . . must be to observe the proceedings of the court in regard to basic aspects of fairness and due process, and to share the observations, when appropriate, with the United Nations Organization and the international public."' 167 Hence, the IST should be careful in its selections of FTOs, since FTOs will play an important "watchdog" role as he or she will be entrusted with the duty to ensure that trials are conducted fairly. Moreover, the participation of FTOs will be significant since the world is watching and the IST will want to show the world community that it can competently police itself. Also, the use of FTOs can serve as a safeguard against charges of victor's justice claims.
168 Accordingly, the IST will have to select unbiased third parties sent by NGOs as their FTOs since these individuals will be fair and thus will satisfy the IST Statute requirement of "impartiality."
G. Handling the Tu Quoque Defense
The Latin phrase tu quoque means "thou also" or "you too."' 169 An accused raising the tu quoque defense claims justification for his or her acts as a response to the actions of the State or rebuts the charges of the State by claiming that the State cannot prosecute him or her since the State behaved in a similar culpable manner as the accused. 170 In other words, the accused is saying, "You cannot fairly criticize me on that basis, for you are just as bad. You are doing the same yourself.' 1 7 1 The defense of tu quoque is not invoked to convince the other side "to desist from its unlawful conduct... but as an estoppel against the [State's] subsequent attempt to call into question the lawfulness of the same kind of conduct of the [accused] ."' 17 2 The tu quoque defense has been attempted by individuals accused of war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide in the Nuremberg tribunal as well as the ICTY. It is likely that Hussein will also 165 were justified because the Americans had a similar policy, Donitz's defense argued that neither the German nor the American policy was itself illegal since "the universality of these acts demonstrated that the laws of war had changed through practice so as to free them of their illegal character."
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The Nuremberg tribunal, without ever stating that it had accepted Donitz' tu quoque defense, did not convict him of unrestricted submarine warfare. The ICTY addressed this issue in the case of Prosecutor v. Kupreskic, where the ICTY Trial Chamber stated that the tu quoque defense is "irrelevant because it does not tend to prove or disprove any of the allegations made in the indictment against the accused.' 77 The Kupreskic case involved six defendants who allegedly helped Bosnian Croat forces kill more than one hundred Bosnian Muslim civilians and destroy property including two mosques in 1993.178 The six defendants sought to use a tu quoque defense and argue that Bosnian Muslims had committed similar or more heinous atrocities against Bosnian Croats in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 179 In rejecting the tu quoque defense, the Trial Chamber reiterated its previous view that "the tu quoque principle does not apply to international humanitarian law."' 180 It further stated that the obligations to comply with international humanitarian law are "designed to safeguard fundamental human values and therefore must be complied with regardless of the conduct of the other party or parties."' which authorized the Iraqi Governing Council to create the IST, illegally invaded Iraq or were involved in the crimes with which Hussein and his regime are charged. In addition, because the Nuremberg and ICTY tribunals' practice of generally rejecting the tu quoque defense has drawn criticism from some quarters of the world, since such a policy reinforces the notion of victor's justice,1 8 2 the IST should be careful in its handling of the tu quoque defense so as not appear to be trammeling over the rights of the defendant. Accordingly, the IST may be forced to allow Hussein to raise the issue of the U.S. invasion of Iraq in March 2003 in the context of arguing that the definition of the crime of aggression is not clearly established, as the Nuremberg tribunal allowed Donitz to raise Nimitz's actions to show that the law on submarine warfare had not been clearly defined. However, in other contexts, the IST should only permit Hussein to introduce evidence of U.S. lawlessness or complicity in his crimes that is relevant to disproving his charges or establishing a valid defense.
H. Protection of Witnesses
Frequently in international criminal tribunals, obtaining cooperation of witnesses has hinged on the ability of the prosecution to protect those witnesses.
1 8 3 This issue was first raised in the trial of Dusko Tadic. In that case, much to the chagrin of many ICTY observers, the prosecutor was forced to abandon rape charges after its only rape witness refused to testify.
1 8 4 She explained that she and her family had been threatened and thus she was no longer willing to testify.' 8 5
And as important as its ability to ensure cooperation from witness to achieve a conviction, a war crimes tribunal's ability to protect witnesses also directly affects its legitimacy and its image to the world. 18 6 If criminals are able to intimidate witnesses into refusing to testify, the judicial process will be rendered ineffective and the tribunal's legitimacy will be significantly eroded.187 As in the case of the IST, the Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia ("ICTY Statute") guarantees the accused the right "to examine, or have examined, the witnesses against him." Specific measures provided to protect victims and witnesses include nondisclosure to the public or media of the witnesses' identity or their whereabouts. 190 For example, names may be expunged from public court records or testimony may be given through voice-altering devices. But generally, subject to rules providing for specific measures, the identity of victims or witnesses has to be disclosed to the defense to allow him or her sufficient time to prepare his or her case.
1 94 There is an obvious need to protect witnesses but there is also a need to protect the right of the accused to have a fair trial and the opportunity to confront witnesses who testify against the defendant. This balance was addressed in Prosecutor v. Tadic. In that case, the ICTY Prosecutor's Office filed a motion requesting protection of certain witnesses. 19 5 The prosecution asked that some of the witnesses' identities be kept from the public and the media. For other witnesses, the prosecution asked that their identities be completely shielded from the accused or his lawyers. 197 The Trial Chamber created a five-prong test, which must be satisfied in order to grant a motion of witness anonymity. 198 The requirements are:
provisions found in the ICTY and ICTR statutes and rules. 20 6 Some commentators have suggested that international tribunals, such as the IST, could appeal to U.N. member countries to grant political asylum and supply new identities to victims and witnesses, since they fall under the category of persecuted ethnic minorities and thus could arguably qualify for refugee status. 20 7 However, this proposal is troublesome since it could entice witnesses to make false claims in the hope of escaping Iraq.
I. The Preference for Live In-Court Witness Testimony
If the ICTY trials have been a harbinger of things to come for the IST, the issue of live in-court testimony will surely be a contentious matter that the IST judges should examine carefully. There has been sharp criticism of the ICTY's problem of lagging trials, which is attributed in part to the substantial amount of witness testimony. ICTY trials, on average, have a hundred witnesses or more and each witness' testimony can last up to a full trial day.
20 8 A substantial portion of witness testimony involves "background events leading up to indicated offenses, jurisdictional prerequisites to the charges, the impact of the alleged crimes on the victims, or factors that aggravate or mitigate the accused's guilt." ' 20 9 In an effort to cut down on long and drawn out testimony that is repetitive or testimony that does not go directly to the heart of the charges against the accused, the ICTY has created ways to shorten the amount of time consuming testimony and to ensure speedier trials. Since 1994, the ICTY has revised its Rules of Evidence, which includes provisions related to testimony of witnesses, 2 10 and it has undergone numerous revisions in response to time consuming trials and external pressure to fulfill its mandate to try individual "without undue delay."
The original ICTY Rules, enacted in 1994, strongly preferred live incourt witness testimony over written witness testimony. Moreover, Article 21(4)(e) of the ICTY Statute entitles the accused "to examine, or have examined, the witnesses against him," 2 1 1 and Rule 90 of the ICTY Rules originally provided that "witnesses shall, in principle, be heard directly by the Chambers.
'2 12 However, Rule 89 of the ICTY Rules confers broad discretionary power to the Chamber to "admit any relevant evidence which it deems to have probative value." 2 13 And even though, the original Rule 71 of the ICTY Rules, dealing with depositions, stated that witness depositions could only be used in "exceptional circumstances" at trial, 2 14 Rule 94ter was later added to the ICTY Rules to allow affidavits "'to prove a fact in dispute where the affidavit, completed in accordance with the ICTY Rules, corroborated the live [in-court] testimony of a witness.
' 2 15 Under this rule, a witness was required to be present in court and be crossexamined only if the Trial Chamber sustained the opposing party's objection to the witness' affidavit.
2 16 In 1999, the ICTY amended the ICTY Rules and removed the requirement that a Trial Chamber find "exceptional circumstances" before it can order that a deposition instead of live in-court witness testimony be used in court.
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Today, Rule 94ter, allowing for the use of affidavits "to prove a fact in dispute," no longer exists. It has been replaced by Rule 92bis, which allows for the admission of affidavits in lieu of live in-court testimony if the testimony "goes to proof of a matter other than the acts and conduct of the accused as charged in the indictment.
' 2 18 However, as the case of Rule 94ter, Rule 92bis requires that a witness appear for cross-examination if the Trial Chambers sustains the object of the opposing party over the witness' affidavit.
2 19 This rule is the ICTY's attempt to reestablish the ICTY Rules' original preference of live in-court witness testimony and the ability of the other party to be able to cross-examine the witness.
Rule 92bis was prominent in Prosecutor v. Milosevic since the prosecutor sought to introduce the written statements of twenty-three witnesses instead of their live in-court testimony. These written statements concerned events such as "attacks, killings and assaults in Kosovo, events that constitute the widespread or systematic campaign of terror and violence that the Prosecution charged the accused with having committed. ' 220 The prosecution sought to introduce these statements to prove a "crime base," as the statements pertained to crimes committed in Kosovo but not to specific acts committed by Milogevit and thus under the ambit of the rule. The Trial Chamber eventually allowed the written testimony with the right of Milogevit to subsequently cross-examine the witnesses in court.
However, it was the Appeals Chamber, in Prosecutor v. Galic, that clarified the scope of Rule 92bis by stating that "where the evidence is so pivotal to the Prosecution case, and where the person whose acts and conduct the written statement describes is so proximate to the accused, the Trial Chamber may decide that it would not be fair to the accused to permit the evidence to be given in written form."
' 22 1 However, the Appeals Chamber also held that parties may use Rule 92bis to submit written testimony on the acts and the conduct of others to establish the state of mind of the accused with respect to the charges. 22 2 But more importantly, the Appeals Chamber's decision clarifying the scope of Rule 92bis has binding effect on all Trial Chambers.
It is clear from the history of the tribunal's amendments of the provisions on written testimony that live in-court testimony, while preferred, is not always required. Rule 92bis has been describe as having "a dramatic impact on the way in which parties, and in particular the Prosecution, are seeking to present their cases before the [ICTY] ."223 While a literal interpretation of Rule 92bis only allows the admittance of written testimony that does not address the acts and the conduct of others, commentators maintain that the Appeals Chamber's binding decision can also allow the introduction of written testimony as "background or peripheral evidence." '2 24
J. Judicial Notice
The Rules of Procedure, as well as the Iraqi Criminal Procedure of Law, which supplements the Rules of Procedure, 2 25 do not address the issue of judicial notice. However, taking into account the complexity of war crimes trials and the time constraints on the IST, it is important for the IST to address and resolve this issue. Furthermore, to do so, the IST should examine the treatment of judicial notice by other war crimes tribunals and national courts in determining whether and, if so, how the IST should take judicial notice of certain matters in the course of its proceedings.
Judicial notice is defined in Black's Law Dictionary as "[a] court's acceptance, for purposes of convenience and without requiring a party's proof, of a well-known and indisputable fact." '2 26 For example, a court may take judicial notice of the indisputable fact that "water freezes at 32 degrees Fahrenheit. '22 7 The purpose of judicial notice is to "promote expedience in trial proceedings and to prevent flagrant error." 228 This timesaving device is used in both common and civil law legal systems. 2 29 Judicially noticed facts are traditionally divided into two categories: adjudicative and legislative facts. An adjudicative fact is a fact that is "controlling or operative ... rather than a background fact" 230 Unlike the IST, the ICTY and ICTR Rules of Procedure and Evidence address the issue of judicial notice. The ICTY and the ICTR have taken a "hybrid civil/common law approach toward admission of evidence.
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The ICTY and ICTR Rules of Procedure and Evidence provide that "[a] Trial Chamber shall not require proof of facts of common knowledge but shall take judicial notice thereof." 23 6 In addition, "[alt the request of a party or proprio motu, a Trial Chamber, after hearing the parties may decide to take judicial notice of adjudicated facts or documentary evidence from other proceedings of the Tribunal relating to matters at issue in the current proceedings.
'23 7 By allowing judicial notice of adjudicated facts or evidence from prior proceedings, the ICTY and ICTR are effectively allowing affidavits to "'prove a fact in dispute' where the affidavit was 'in corroboration of a live [in-court] witness's testimony [,] ''2 38 even though prosecutorial attempts to introduce such affidavits pursuant to Rule 94 of the ICTY Rules have been "repelled. ' 23 9 Also, the ICTY and ICTR Rules of Evidence and Procedure do not distinguish between adjudicative or legislative facts, but they do require that these facts be part of common knowledge.
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The ICTY Trial Chamber, in Prosecutor v. Hadzihasanovic, stated that "by taking judicial notice of an adjudicated fact from another case, the Trial Chamber proceeds from the assumption that the fact is accurate, that it does not need to be re-established at trial but that, insofar as it is an assumption, it may be challenged at trial." '2 41 In granting the defense request for judicial notice, the Trial Chamber in Hadzihasanovic cited to the Trial Chamber's conclusion in Krajisnik that for a fact to be admitted pursuant to Rule 94(B) of the ICTY Rules, the fact must have been "truly adjudicated in previous judgments" and fulfills the following criteria:
In addressing the issue of judicial notice, the IST should follow the examples of judicial notice taken by the ICTY and the ICTR, but apply judicial notice in a transparent manner so that all parties are satisfied that the Tribunal is using judicial notice appropriately. 243 In addition, the IST should notify the opposing party that it is taking judicial notice so that the party is given the opportunity to dispute the use of judicial notice. Finally, in deciding whether to take judicial notice, the IST should explicitly distinguish between adjudicative and legislative facts. For example, "[a] previous decision taking judicial notice of a matter as a legislative fact should generally not be authority for notice of the same matter as an adjudicative fact." '245 Judicial notice will help to expedite the IST proceedings especially in light of the fact that many of the defendants are charged with the same crimes. However, for judicial notice to be an effective procedural tool, the IST has to ensure that its use of judicial notice is fair and the IST must discourage abuse of the doctrine.
K. Plea Bargaining
The ICTY Statute did not originally provide for plea bargaining and the ICTY judges initially believed that plea bargaining was incompatible with the objectives of international war crimes trials.
2 46 However, as its trials have dragged on, the ICTY has come to incorporate plea bargaining into its process as a procedural necessity in light of its heavy caseload and "complex body of governing law." 24 In the case of the IST Rules, Rules 57 and 58 address the issue of plea bargaining. However, the IST can avoid the extensive need for plea bargaining if it creates a prosecutorial strategy, as mentioned above, that will limit the number of defendants that the IST will prosecute. 255 But, if the IST finds that plea bargains are a necessity, for example, to obtain critical witness testimony, the IST should be careful to ensure procedural transparency and be cognizant of the potential effects of plea bargaining on the victims and the historic record. It is important in this regard that plea bargains establish a historical record of the events that transpired, and not only those relating to a lesser charge. For this reason, bargaining of sentences is "far less controversial than charge bargaining.
' 2 56
Conclusion
There is much the IST can learn both from the successes and missteps of the ICTY, ICTR, and the SCSL in their own attempts to gain credibility and reach out to the people for whom they are serving by conducting these trials. Many of the issues that will arise in the trials of Hussein and other Ba'ath Party leaders have been tested in the real-world judicial laboratory of the three ad hoc tribunals. For example, the right to self-representation will likely be raised in the IST trials and the abundance of analysis in the jurisprudence of the ICTY, ICTR, and SCSL will undoubtedly assist the IST in its decision to either protect this right or curtail it in order to avoid disruption and maintain the integrity of the proceedings. Moreover, the IST is likely to face the tu quoque defense, which has had limited success in international war crimes trials. Also, the debates and experiences of procedural devices for judicial efficiency, such as plea bargains and judicial notice, adopted by the ICTY, ICTR and SCSL are likely to be helpful to the IST. Also, procedural and evidentiary matters such as the requirement of live in-court witness testimony and the protection of witnesses are issues that the IST will encounter and which the experience of the other ad hoc tribunals will likely be very useful in helping it solve these issues.
Although the IST Statute specifies that the IST Rules "shall be guided by the Iraqi Criminal Procedure Law,"
' 25 7 the IST should also examine and consider the case law of the ICTY, ICTR, and SCSL when the IST rules on procedural matters. It will find that such a practice is as useful as its practice of relying on the case law of other international tribunals in interpret- ing the crimes within its jurisdiction. 25 8 And to facilitate this process, the major procedural rulings and judgments of the ICTY, ICTR and SCSL should be translated into Arabic without delay, so that they are accessible to the IST.
In closing, I would like to share with you a profound question an Iraqi judge once asked me. It occurred during one of the IST training sessions in England, where the judges were discussing the application of ICTY case law to the IST. One of the judges turned to me and asked: "Do you think in ten years you might be sitting here with a group of judges from another country talking about the application of the case law of the IST to their war crimes tribunal?" Given that the IST judges were already thinking in terms of their judicial legacy suggests that the answer is yes, the IST, too, will undoubtedly make a significant contribution to the development of international humanitarian law.
